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www.christmasdecorandmore.com  800.522.0718
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 About Us                                                                                                          Arches                                               

Universal Concepts is one of the oldest family-owned Commercial Decor companies 
in the United States. Since 1980 we have been providing the highest quality, lon-
gest-lasting, and most beautiful decorations in the industry. 

Our dedication to quality, service and creativity is simply unparalleled. Our partner-
ship with factories throughout the U.S., Europe, the Far East, Canada and Mexico 
insures that we are on the leading edge of technology, decorating trends and competi-
tive pricing. 

If you are looking for design and implementation of a truly unique concept, look no 
further. Our strength is the ability to work within any budget, design, or concept. No 
project is too large or too small. 

The following pages show only a small portion of our available products! Go to www.
christmasdecorandmore.com to learn more about our company, product and services.
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Giant Christmas trees... nothing is 
more impressive!

From 18 feet to world 
record status...your 
panel tree can “grow” 
every year, and it’s made 
in America with a solid 
steel frame! At 137 feet, 
we held the Guinness 
World Record for panel 
tree height for 8 years!

O Tannenbaum                                            O Tannenbaum                                       
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 Light Shows                                                                                             Light Shows

 Light Shows ...        to fit any budget !   
Since 1993 and the creation of Lake Lanier’s Magical Nights of Lights in Georgia, we’ve been leaders across the country in 
providing charming and nostalgic themed holiday displays for traditional light shows! We can help you design and create a 
show that features specific themes and Iconic Displays, or customize yours for you!

See our video overview of our traditional  light shows around the country
Email: sales@universalconceptsus.com     800.522.0718     www.christmasdecorandmore.com

Catalog | Our Trees  |  Our Garland  |  About Us  |  Facebook  |  Instagram  |  Videos

Find hundreds of our light show ground 
displays  in our general catalog, or call 
to ask about economy and deluxe light 
show packages 
                (800)522-0718

 Light Shows  -         to fit any budget !   
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 Light Shows                                                                                             Light Shows

     Light Shows  -         customized  with your themes 
                                                                    and  synced with your music!

Our nautical-themed light shows are a new twist on Christmas!
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see a video overview of our light show elements
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Accent and peripheral lighting 
turns your public area into a 

work of art! 

Sparkle and Shine
Accent Lighting                                                                          Specialty Lighting

      Stand Out!
Interior Areas Transformed into Celebrations of LightInterior Areas Transformed into Celebrations of Light
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Garland, Wreaths  and Bows                                          Garland, Wreaths  and Bows

See some of our common wreath sizes and prices - go 
to www.christmasdecorandmore.com and click on 

“browse our decor” 
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To see more 
pole decor 

and pricing 
on our web-

site, go to the 
“catalog” tab 
and click on 
“pricelist”

Pole Decor                                                                                          Unique Designs

Call us at (800) 522-0718 or email sales@
universalconceptsus.com  to show us your 
design and get a quote on a stunning logo 
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3D Decor                                                                                                       3D Decor
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ples of our decor
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RGB Shows
RGB Shows                                                                                                  RGB Decor

 RGB light shows are the ultimate in customizeable, exciting and interactive light shows for your park or commumity! We have 
years of experience in designing, creating, programming and installing light show elements like the ones you see on these pages. 

Light and music are programmed to work together for an immersive experience. Walk-through or drive-through, we can do it all. 
Let us help you get creative! Call 800.522.0718 to find out more!
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See video of our RGB walk-through 
ornamments
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RGB Shows                                                                                                   RGB Decor                     
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Any RGB element - tree, arch, shape or even shrub or building -  can be 
lit with programmable lighting which works with the entire show. 

See video of some of our interactive RGB displays 
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Gardens and Zoos                                                                            Gardens and Zoos                     
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We can help you make a fantasy wonderland out of your garden, park or zoo. Any 
theme, and any style, from traditional to natural or whimsical, is possible!

Engage your visitors with arches and paths, 3D 
elements and photo opportunities! Our team 
can create a design to fit your needs. 
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